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CONTENTKEEPER® LAUNCHES FILTERING SOLUTION FOR HOME  AND MOBILE 
USERS 

 
ContentKeeper® Technologies has announced the launch of ContentKeeper® Home, a new 
filtering solution for home and mobile users based on the enterprise-strength technology of 
their award-winning Internet filtering solution, ContentKeeper® Web.   
 
The solution is a flexible and comprehensive Internet Filter package intended for family and 
home user PC protection, as well as for use on laptops. 
 
The release of ContentKeeper® Home comes as the company continues with a significant 
expansion of its solution offering.  Their product span now extends from leading Web gateway 
security solutions for large enterprises and ISPs all the way down to securing Internet access 
for home PC and laptop users. 
 
David Wigley, Managing Director of ContentKeeper® Technologies, says “We are very 
excited as we continue to revise our product range to extend our reach into a wider range of 
markets.  ContentKeeper Home provides an excellent filtering choice for home users and 
families, as it is based on the enterprise-strength technology of ContentKeeper Web, simply 
scaled down to suit home users.  We expect it to be a very competitive offering in this 
significant market.”  
 
 
About ContentKeeper® Technologies 
ContentKeeper® Technologies specialises in scalable, fault-tolerant enterprise-strength Web 
gateway security solutions to help organizations Monitor, Manage, Control and Secure 
corporate Internet resources.  Using its unique, patented technology Closed Loop 
Collaborative Filtering™, ContentKeeper’s revolutionary Internet content filter is the leading 
choice for high-end corporate enterprises and organisations with large user bases due to its 
scalability and ease of use and administration.  It offers simplicity and manageability without 
compromising on performance. 
 
The company continues to concentrate its Research and Development efforts on developing 
their extensive product range, with the vision of maintaining leadership in the IT Security 
industry. 
 
For more information about ContentKeeper® Technologies, please visit our website for more 
information at www.contentkeeper.com. 
 
 


